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Introduction to Realtime Publishers
by Don Jones, Series Editor

For several years now, Realtime has produced dozens and dozens of high‐quality books
that just happen to be delivered in electronic format—at no cost to you, the reader. We’ve
made this unique publishing model work through the generous support and cooperation of
our sponsors, who agree to bear each book’s production expenses for the benefit of our
readers.
Although we’ve always offered our publications to you for free, don’t think for a moment
that quality is anything less than our top priority. My job is to make sure that our books are
as good as—and in most cases better than—any printed book that would cost you $40 or
more. Our electronic publishing model offers several advantages over printed books: You
receive chapters literally as fast as our authors produce them (hence the “realtime” aspect
of our model), and we can update chapters to reflect the latest changes in technology.
I want to point out that our books are by no means paid advertisements or white papers.
We’re an independent publishing company, and an important aspect of my job is to make
sure that our authors are free to voice their expertise and opinions without reservation or
restriction. We maintain complete editorial control of our publications, and I’m proud that
we’ve produced so many quality books over the past years.
I want to extend an invitation to visit us at http://nexus.realtimepublishers.com, especially
if you’ve received this publication from a friend or colleague. We have a wide variety of
additional books on a range of topics, and you’re sure to find something that’s of interest to
you—and it won’t cost you a thing. We hope you’ll continue to come to Realtime for your
educational needs far into the future.
Until then, enjoy.
Don Jones
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Copyright Statement
© 2011 Realtime Publishers. All rights reserved. This site contains materials that have
been created, developed, or commissioned by, and published with the permission of,
Realtime Publishers (the “Materials”) and this site and any such Materials are protected
by international copyright and trademark laws.
THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. The Materials are subject to change without notice
and do not represent a commitment on the part of Realtime Publishers its web site
sponsors. In no event shall Realtime Publishers or its web site sponsors be held liable for
technical or editorial errors or omissions contained in the Materials, including without
limitation, for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary or consequential
damages whatsoever resulting from the use of any information contained in the Materials.
The Materials (including but not limited to the text, images, audio, and/or video) may not
be copied, reproduced, republished, uploaded, posted, transmitted, or distributed in any
way, in whole or in part, except that one copy may be downloaded for your personal, noncommercial use on a single computer. In connection with such use, you may not modify
or obscure any copyright or other proprietary notice.
The Materials may contain trademarks, services marks and logos that are the property of
third parties. You are not permitted to use these trademarks, services marks or logos
without prior written consent of such third parties.
Realtime Publishers and the Realtime Publishers logo are registered in the US Patent &
Trademark Office. All other product or service names are the property of their respective
owners.
If you have any questions about these terms, or if you would like information about
licensing materials from Realtime Publishers, please contact us via e-mail at
info@realtimepublishers.com.
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Challenges to Configuration Management
Network administrators are responsible for critical business infrastructure. Their time is
often divided between maintaining existing services, monitoring operations, planning
future deployments, and addressing the all too common “unexpected” problems. One way
for network managers to keep their focus on high‐value business operations is to automate
critical operations such as configuration management. Automation can help achieve
compliance, detect policy violations, and improve the time and cost of deploying new
assets.
Challenges to configuration management arise in large networks with complex
architectures. In addition, business drivers that lead to infrastructure changes compound
the difficulty of tracking configurations and ensuring they are up to date. Network and
systems administrators must address these challenges through specific operations, such as
discovering assets, patching and updating, and planning future use and redeployment.

Sources of Network and Infrastructure Complexity
A fundamental challenge facing systems and network administrators is maintaining an
awareness of the state of the network and devices on the network. Three aspects of typical
business networks make this task difficult:
•

Number of network components

•

Variety of device types on the network

•

Architectural design choices

Any one of these factors can increase the difficulty of maintaining configurations but
together they compound the problem even further.

Number of Network Components
Businesses are driven to become more efficient; today, efficiency often comes coupled with
technologies for generating, analyzing, storing, and transmitting information. In many
industries, virtually every employee works with devices that IT departments have to
maintain. Add to this responsibility the management of the large number of servers that
run everything from mission‐critical applications to development and test environments.
These systems are interconnected with a network infrastructure that is comprised of many
devices distributed throughout offices, branches, and other business operation sites.
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Network and systems administrators will find it difficult to maintain proper configuration
on all of these devices without some form of automation support. The travel time alone
required to make desk‐side visits to patch desktops can lead to the need for additional staff
to keep up with the growing number of endpoint devices. In addition to the large number of
devices in some organizations, there are a variety of device types, each of which can require
different levels of configuration support.

Variety of Devices Types
A typical business network is a heterogeneous collection of servers, desktops, mobile
devices, storage devices, switches, routers, and other components. Desktops and laptops
may be relatively homogenous, for example, running one of the two latest desktop
operating systems (OSs) from Microsoft with a standard suite of office productivity
applications, a couple of Web browsers, and endpoint security software. Different users,
however, require different applications. Designers and graphic artists may have a suite of
design tools; software developers will have integrated development environments, back‐
office staff may run legacy client‐server applications as well. In spite of the relative
similarity across end user devices, there is enough variety among applications to make
updating and patching more difficult that it would appear at first glance.
Servers can reflect similar levels of diversity. Even when IT departments standardize on
commonly used server configurations, it is not uncommon to have multiple generations of
server hardware running in the same data center. Older servers that can no longer support
the load of mission‐critical applications may be repurposed to provide file or print services.
Unlike desktops, servers may run different OSs with a Windows Server OS used for email
and directory services while relational databases and application servers run on a
distribution of the Linux OS. The network that links these servers and end user devices
brings its own challenges from a configuration management perspective.

Architecture Design Choices
Networks are like road systems in that they are designed to move something (information
or vehicles) as efficiently and reliably as possible with the understanding that there will be
varying demands for capacity. In cases where traffic flow is relatively light, traffic patterns
are simple. As the volume of traffic increases or the interconnection between roads
becomes more complex, so does the road design, with one‐way streets, traffic signals, on
ramps and exit ramps, highway interchanges, and other specialized designs put in place to
meet demands to keep traffic moving. Networks have analogous mechanisms in the form of
routers, switches, local area networks (LANs), virtual LANs (VLANs), and wide area
networks (WLANs) to keep data transmitting as efficiently as possible. As Figure 1 shows,
network design has implications for configuration management.
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Figure 1: Networks can span LANs and WANs and include physically distributed but
logically related virtual networks. Network structure can sometimes help simplify
configuration management, for example if all servers on a single VLAN require the
same type of configuration. Similarly, when devices require consistent
configurations but are physically and logically dispersed, manual configuration
management can be more challenging.
Of course, it is not just technical aspects of IT that make configuration management
challenging, there are business aspects as well.
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Business Drivers and Configuration Management Challenges
Business drivers lead to frequent, sometimes near constant, change in network
infrastructure. These business drivers originate for a variety of reasons:
•

Adding new components, such as new servers added to a cluster used to host
virtual machines in order to increase capacity.

•

Deploying new applications required by a line of business which in turn require
new servers configured with application software, proper services enabled, and
access to network resources such as shared storage devices.

•

Removing older hardware from production when maintenance costs exceed the
value of the services performed by the server. In such cases, it may be moved to
host less mission‐critical applications but this still necessitates reconfiguring the
systems for their new role.

•

A reorganization of management structure within the company can lead to the
need for virtual LANs which group assets that are physically distributed and
formerly allocated to different business units.

In theory, an efficient business will allocate resources, including IT resources, in the most
productive manner possible. In practice, lack of detailed knowledge about utilization rates,
effective impact of potential changes, and the ability to reallocate resources efficiently
diminish management’s ability to realize potential benefits of reallocation. Automated
configuration management can help eliminate some of these drags on the efficient
allocation of resources.

Key Challenges for Network Managers and Administrators
Network managers and administrators have a wide array of responsibilities, and
configuration management is just one of many. With this single responsibility in mind,
there are four key challenges facing network administrators and managers:
•

Discovering assets

•

Updating and patching

•

Planning future use and redeployment

•

Compliance

Fortunately, configuration management automation can assist with all of these challenges.
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Discovering Assets
Depending on the rate of change in network infrastructure, keeping an accurate inventory
of assets can be quite challenging. The problem stems from changes in physical assets and
changes in the configuration of physical assets. For example, new servers can be added to
an inventory while others are retired. The net number of servers may actually stay the
same but there are likely significant differences between the servers that were added and
those that were retired. Even when the physical assets do not change, their configurations
can change significantly. A server that may have run a Windows Server OS as part of a
Microsoft Exchange cluster might be reallocated to provide network services, like domain
name services running under Linux. Changes in desktop and other end user devices can be
even more frequent although probably less dramatic than an OS change.

Updating and Patching
One of the advantages of an up‐to‐date asset inventory is that it can help streamline the
process of updating and patching by identifying devices running software that needs
patching. If a vulnerability is found in a particular version of a Web browser, only client
devices running that version need to be patched. The inventory can be used to assess the
scope of the patching task at hand and prioritize based on business requirements.

Planning Future Use and Redeployment
Patching and updating is a short‐term process but network managers and administrators
have to consider longer‐term asset allocations as well. Optimal allocation of assets depends
on knowing what assets are available, what business requirements are met by which
assets, what new requirements will be established in the near‐term and mid‐term, and
what new equipment will be required to meet those needs. Redeploying existing assets can
help keep capital expenditures down. In order to make knowledgeable decisions about
redeployment, systems administrators need detailed information about devices in their
infrastructure.

Compliance
Many businesses must comply with industry or government regulations, such as the
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) in the retail industry and the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in the healthcare arena. It is
not unusual to be required to be in compliance and to be able to prove you are in
compliance with a regulation. Here again, the ability to automatically generate detailed
inventory of assets and their configurations can save substantial manual effort that would
otherwise be required for this documentation.
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Summary
Configuration management can be a manually intensive and expensive operation. Network
infrastructures are growing in complexity and businesses continue to adapt to new
opportunities, market downturns, and other external pressures on the organization.
Network administrators and managers are essential to supporting business operations and
their work in asset management, maintenance, planning, and compliance are part of those
support services. Configuration management is demanding but it does not need to be time‐
consuming or labor‐intensive.
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